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Overview

I present evidence that shows that phonologically marked structures like vowel hiatus 
are avoided using word ordering.

Outline

- Background: languages and previous work
- Methodology: corpora, semantic clustering, statistical analysis
- French: phonology and results
- Italian: phonology and results
- Discussion: why some structures may be avoided but not others
- Conclusion: summary and key takeaways
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Background
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Variations in {noun, adjective} ordering

- Default ordering of modified noun phrases in French and Italian is POSTNOMINAL 
[noun adjective]

- PRENOMINAL [adjective noun] is also available for some adjectives
- Adjectives of interest: those that can occur in both positions

Knittel (2005); Cinque (2010) 4



Previous related work

Binomials: Stress clash, word length, vowel quality, sonorancy affect binomial ordering 
in English (Bolinger, 1962; Pinker & Birdsong, 1979; Morgan, 2016; Ryan, 2019a)

Sentence formation: Stress clash, long consonant clusters, sibilant clash, geminates, 
vowel hiatus, bad sonority, and nasal-voiceless consonant clusters all affect syntactic 
structure of sentences in English (Breiss & Hayes, 2019)

Topicalization: NPs can be shifted for topicalization only if they are at least two 
phonological phrases (Serbo-Croatian; Zec & Inkelas, 1990)

Noun-adjective ordering: Nasal-nasal and nasal-voiceless consonant sequences 
avoided in {noun, adjective} ordering (Tagalog; Shih & Zuraw, 2017)
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Research question

Do we see similar evidence for phonological markedness avoidance 
effects on {noun, adjective} ordering in French and Italian, with adjectives 
that are flexible?

- If so, are only those phonologically-marked phenomena that are 
avoided with phonological repairs also avoided with syntactic repairs? 
(Shih & Zuraw, 2017)
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Methodology
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Corpora

- Common Voice (Mozilla) speech corpora

- Sentences tagged for POS using spaCy 
- Phonological information provided by Lexique 3 (New et al., 2004) and PhonItalia 

(Goslin et al., 2014)
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Semantic clustering

- Adjectives may have a difference in meaning depending on their position relative 
to the noun (Cinque, 2010)

- Corpus data was split into two datasets to help control for this
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Semantic clustering

- Separate prenominal and postnominal 
word embeddings were computed

- Bag of words → PPMI → PCA   
(128 dimensions)

- Cosine similarity was measured between 
each prenominal and postnominal 
embedding of the same adjective (e.g., 
grand N and N grand)

- Gaussian mixture model with k=2 fit to 
the cosine similarities to determine a 
cutoff threshold for similar and dissimilar 
adjectives
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Mixed-effects logistic regression models

- Predict the ordering of all {noun, adjective} pairs in the corpus that contain a 
flexible adjective (token-level)

- Fixed effects: phonological constraints, and relative frequency
- Phonological constraints: 

1=well-formed in prenominal, -1=well-formed in postnominal, 0=no preference
- Relative frequency: a number between 0.0 and 0.5 that corresponds to how 

flexible a pair is
- Full random effects structure, with random slopes
- Separate models for similar and dissimilar adjectives
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Hypotheses and predictions

- HYPOTHESIS 1: Only those phonologically-marked phenomena that are avoided 
with phonological repairs may also be avoided with syntactic repairs.

- Prediction: Only those effects will be significantly positive in a model 
predicting ordering of {noun, adjective} pairs

- HYPOTHESIS 2: Phonological effects on ordering are stronger if semantic 
differences between orders are minimal.

- Prediction: In the semantically-similar model, phonological effects will have a 
larger positive coefficient or be significant compared to the 
semantically-dissimilar model
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Phonological constraints

Vowel hiatus vowel-vowel sequences across a syllable boundary

Stress clash: two adjacent prominent syllables

Stress lapse: three adjacent unstressed syllables

Clusters with mismatching voicing: voiced-voiceless or voiceless-voiced

Clusters with matching place of articulation: labial-labial, coronal-coronal, etc.

Long before short sequences: word 1 greater syllable count than word 2
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French
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Phonological constraints: French

Vowel hiatus

- Liaison repairs hiatus after certain words, under certain conditions (Tranel, 1995)
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Phonological constraints: French

Clusters with mismatching voicing

- Regressive voicing assimilation occurs between obstruents of different voicing 
specifications (Snoeren & Segui, 2003)
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Phonological constraints: French

Length

- Preference for shorter words before longer words in noun-adjective ordering 
(Forsgren, 1978; Thuilier, 2012)
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Phonological constraints: French

OCP-Place

- Dispreference for obstruent sequences at the same place of articulation, but no 
strong evidence in Standard French

Stress constraints

- Not possible in French, no word-level stress
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Phonological constraints: French
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Results & Discussion: 
French
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French

Dataset with semantically dissimilar adjectives

Dataset with semantically similar adjectives

Predictions

- Significant positive 
coefficients for HIATUS, 
VOICE, and LENGTH

- No effect of OCP

- Stronger/present effects 
in the similar model
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French

Dataset with semantically dissimilar adjectives

Dataset with semantically similar adjectives

Hiatus

- Significantly positive 
coefficient in both 
models, larger in the 
similar model
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French

Dataset with semantically dissimilar adjectives

Dataset with semantically similar adjectives

Length

- Significantly positive 
coefficient only in the 
similar model
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✔



French

Dataset with semantically dissimilar adjectives

Dataset with semantically similar adjectives

Voice

- Significantly positive 
only in the dissimilar 
model
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French

Dataset with semantically dissimilar adjectives

Dataset with semantically similar adjectives

OCP

- Insignificant in both 
models
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✔



French

Dataset with semantically dissimilar adjectives

Dataset with semantically similar adjectives

Relative frequency

- Significant in both 
models: positive in 
dissimilar model and 
negative in similar model
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French

As predicted

- HIATUS: avoiding hiatus is correlated with the order that avoids it in both models, 
more strongly in the similar model

- LENGTH: preference for short before long only significant in the similar model
- OCP: no effect

Not as predicted

- VOICE effect only in the dissimilar model
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French

VOICE is able to be repaired without word-order manipulation, 

whereas HIATUS and LENGTH are not
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Italian
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Phonological constraints: Italian

Stress clash

- Clash may be repaired with stress retraction or initial-consonant doubling (Nespor 
& Vogel, 1979)
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Phonological constraints: Italian

Stress lapse

- Lapse may be repaired with beat addition (Nespor & Vogel, 1989)
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Phonological constraints: Italian

Length

- Restrictions on sentence structure based on length of constituents      
(Cardinaletti, 2010)
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Phonological constraints: Italian

Vowel hiatus

- No strong evidence for phonological repairs of vowel-vowel sequences in 
Standard Italian

Voice and OCP

- Not possible in Italian, final consonants are extremely marginal
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Phonological constraints: Italian
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Results & Discussion: 
Italian
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Italian

Dataset with semantically dissimilar adjectives

Dataset with semantically similar adjectives

Predictions

- Significant positive 
coefficients for CLASH, 
LAPSE, and LENGTH

- No effect of HIATUS

- Stronger/present effects 
in the similar model
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Italian

Dataset with semantically dissimilar adjectives

Dataset with semantically similar adjectives

Length

- Significantly positive 
coefficient in both 
models, larger in the 
similar model
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Italian

Dataset with semantically dissimilar adjectives

Dataset with semantically similar adjectives

Clash

- Insignificant in both 
models
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✗



Italian

Dataset with semantically dissimilar adjectives

Dataset with semantically similar adjectives

Lapse

- Significantly negative in 
the dissimilar model, 
insignificant in similar
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Italian

Dataset with semantically dissimilar adjectives

Dataset with semantically similar adjectives

Hiatus

- Significantly negative in 
both models, larger 
effect in similar model
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Italian

Dataset with semantically dissimilar adjectives

Dataset with semantically similar adjectives

Relative frequency

- Significant in both 
models: positive in 
dissimilar model and 
negative in similar model
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Italian

As predicted

- LENGTH: preference for short before long is significant in both models, stronger in 
the similar model

Not as predicted

- CLASH and LAPSE are not avoided with word-order manipulation
- HIATUS is likelier to be tolerated than avoided
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Italian

CLASH and LAPSE are also able to be repaired without word-order manipulation,

whereas LENGTH is not
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Italian

HIATUS may be the result of the phonological shape of words in Italian

- 73% of {noun, adjective} pairs that can violate hiatus do so
- 71% of these violations are POSTNOMINAL [noun adjective] order, meaning there is 

a vowel-final noun before a vowel-initial adjective
- 98% of nouns in the corpus are vowel-final, and 18% of adjectives are vowel-initial

Constraint includes penalization of high vowel-vowel sequences, which may surface 
as glide-vowel and not violate hiatus
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Discussion
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Inactive phonological constraints

- VOICE, CLASH, and LAPSE were all predicted to have a significantly positive effect on 
word-ordering, but did not

- For all three constraints, a phonological repair in the output order was available 
(compared to HIATUS and LENGTH)

- Word-order manipulation is not a preferred repair strategy to phonology
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Relative frequency

Included as a control effect for degree of how fixed a pair is in one order

Positive in dissimilar models

- Flexible pairs are likelier to be prenominal, which is the position to which specific 
or special meanings of an adjective are usually attributed

Negative in similar models

- Flexible noun-adjective pairs are likelier to be postnominal, which is the default 
order

47Morgan (2016); Cinque (2010)



Takeaways
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Summary & key findings

Do we see evidence for phonological markedness avoidance effects on {noun, 
adjective} ordering in French and Italian, with adjectives that are flexible?

→ Yes, with two stipulations

(1) phonological constraints must be otherwise ACTIVE in the language

(2) phonological repair strategies may outcompete word-order manipulation
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Summary & key findings

Are phonological effects stronger when semantic difference is weaker?

→ Yes

Relevant phonological effects were present only in, or had a larger coefficient in, 
regression models with pairs that included adjectives with a smaller semantic 
difference between their prenominal and postnominal positions
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